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Q1 Please tick your preferred option or first choice.
Answered: 16 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 16
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Q2 Which is your alternative or second choice? Please tick one.
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Total Respondents: 16
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Q3 Do you wish to add any comments to your responses?
Answered: 9 Skipped: 7

We just want the best road, for everyone, including Don, away from his shearing shed.

the whole countryside is in the main unstable as it is of the same configuration-if maintenance is not 
carried out on the road and drains then they will keep slipping-so cheaper options

Has to be more deep testing especially for orange, as WSP informed they hadn’t If all test well, to 
have a 1 lane cheaper temporary road through yellow, while constructing a new long term road 
through top of slip on firm Papa starting on pink route joining into orange… 

My preferred option is start at the pink and join into the orange and finish up at exit where the blue 
line finishes. WSP to do more testing of the ground where the orange line is.

This has gone on far to long and the road needs to be opened ASAP

We really need a road asap and the yellow version although a bit riskier is the cheapest and quickest 
option. Also the cheapest. 20 years age, the council would have just bulldozed across this area and 
that would be that. Too much money has gone into writing up that massive report and alot of the 
information in that report was unnecessary. If the yellow option is choosen (quickest and cheapest) 
following the original road then we would be happy for that road to remain unsealed, as it will move 
again.

Please action as fast as you are able to Thank you

Hi team. Thanks for survey. Preferably orange as if it slips down there is room to play..if yellow and 
it goes its gone. Admiral is NOT a viable option esp as our farming business is South of 
Martinborough distance is ridiculous. We just want a usable road GRAVEL is fine and makes more 
sense as easier to maintain.




